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Instructions

Overview

The dodecahedron is made out of 12 rick racks and 30 warped squares. The completed rick racks are stitched together with the working thread from the warped squares to make the larger shape.

It is a bit tricky in parts as the curves make it hard to stitch through some of the beads, but a curved beading needle will help a lot with this.

Spherical harmonics are a type of function defined on the surface of a sphere which have many uses in maths and physics. The visualisations of these functions remind me of the shape of this rick rack dodecahedron!

Materials list

Size 11 Delica beads (approximate quantities):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bead Number</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Letter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DB 2</td>
<td>Metallic Blue Iris</td>
<td>7 g</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB 436</td>
<td>Galvanised Pewter</td>
<td>5 g</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB 452</td>
<td>Galvanised Dark Grey</td>
<td>5 g</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB 2128</td>
<td>Duracoat Opaque Nile Blue</td>
<td>7 g</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB 2130</td>
<td>Duracoat Opaque Underwater Blue</td>
<td>3 g</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB 2133</td>
<td>Duracoat Opaque Azure</td>
<td>7 g</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Nymo Size B in Navy

Size 12 beading needle

Size 10 curved beading needle (essential!)
Rick Racks

If you haven’t made a CGB rick rack before you can find instructions on the CGB website, which is beadmobile.wordpress.com, and in CGB volume 1 and volume 2. The rick racks here are built from a five-sided Pod-Cast, with at least 5 beads on each side. My pod has 7 beads per side, but that doesn’t matter, I can just use 5 beads per side and skip the last two:

Instructions on how to make a Pod-Cast and cast a rick rack from it are available on the CGB website – both as a written pattern and a tutorial video.

The rick rack pattern I used is fairly simple, with five beads on each side of the rick rack, as shown in the diagram below. (Note that it’s a continuous band worked in the round, not flat, it’s just easier to draw it this way!) Each row is just a different colour, in the following order: D, F, E, F, D, B, C, A.
Tack the first row onto the pod using a short piece of thread (in a different colour if you have one) and extra size 8 seed beads at the decreases so you can remove the rick rack later. Then start the second row with a new piece of the navy blue thread, about 5 foot long. Leave about a 10 inch tail so you can reinforce the first row later. Continue with this blue thread until the rick rack is complete:

Remove the rick rack from the pod by cutting between the size 8 seed beads on the first row. Once that’s done weave in the tail thread around the first row to reinforce it, but leave the working thread at the top:
Weave the working thread around to exit a bead in the middle of the increase at top of one of the peaks (as in the above photo). Add a point bead and then add 4 more peyote stitches with the blue iris (A) beads:

Then zip these beads to the next peak like this:
Pull the thread tight so the sides join together, and then reinforce the join by doing a square stitch around the two beads at the top of the join:

Continue around zipping up the other sides in the same way, and then do a loop around the point beads to hold the centre together:

Reinforce this loop a few times, then weave in the thread. That’s it, the rick rack is complete!
You need 12 of these in total for the complete dodecahedron.

**Warped Squares**

The pattern for the warped squares is also fairly simple, as shown below. It’s just two rows of A followed by one of C and one of B.

![Warped Squares Pattern]

Use about 18 inches of thread, and leave about a 5 inch tail. At the end of row 4 leave the working thread but weave in the tail thread around the first 3 rows to reinforce them.
Weave the working thread around the last row until it’s exiting from the first bead after a valley, as shown above.

You’ll need 30 warped squares like this in total.

**Joining the Pieces Together**

The rick racks are the faces of the dodecahedron and the warped squares sit over the edges. We’ll assembly the pieces together by zipping the warped squares to the rick racks.

**Pieces 1 and 2**

Two sides of each warped square will be zipped to one “side” (or peak) of each rick rack using the beads shown in the photo:
So, to join the first two rick racks together, start by zipping a warped square to one of them as shown below. Note that you need to skip the first bead on the first side of the rick, as marked below in red (you’ll pass through this bead at the end).

Continue zipping down the other side of the square:
When joined it should look like this, with the working thread exiting from the last bead on the rick rack:

Now zip the square to the other rick rack, making sure that on this rick rack you do pass through the first bead (as shown in red):
Once you’ve joined the warped square to the second rick rack continue back around to the first side to stitch through that bead skipped at the start (note that the beadwork is now the other way around to the last photo!):  

![Image showing the process of stitching through the skipped bead]

The curved beading needle will help here, as the angle can make it quite difficult to stitch this last part of the join.

(If you find this last part of the join difficult you could try starting the join further along the warped square instead, so the last bead in the join is higher up on the rick rack. Another alternative might be to not fully complete the rick racks before joining them – leave them open and zip the tops together afterwards. However I haven’t tried this so I’m not sure how well it would work!)

End the thread by weaving around the sides of the first rick rack to secure it. The first join is complete!
The next few steps are illustrated with diagrams. The diagram for this step is shown below, with the warped square in dark blue and the rick racks in light blue numbered in the order they are added.

### Piece 3

The third rick rack needs 2 warped squares to connect it to the first two, as shown in the diagram below (the existing pieces have been grayed out so you can see where the two new squares are added). This third rick rack is joined to the other two in exactly the same way as the last two were joined together.

It’s easiest if you attach both warped squares to the existing rick racks before joining them both to the new one.
**Pieces 4 and 5**

The next two rick racks are joined in the same way, with two warped squares each:

![Diagram of Pieces 4 and 5](image)

**Piece 6**

Piece 6 needs three warped squares to join it to the beadwork as shown below:

![Diagram of Piece 6](image)

As for the previous pieces, it’s easiest to attach the warped squares to the existing beadwork before zipping them to the new rick rack.
When done it should look like this:

Piece 7

We have the top half of a dodecahedron completed. The next pieces are added in to make the bottom half in a similar way.

The seventh rick rack needs 2 warped squares to join it to the beadwork, as shown in the diagram:

The rick rack looks a bit odd in the diagram as the work is very curved at this point and the only way I can draw it is by stretching it out flat! The squares and rick racks are all exactly the same, and as you add more pieces the beadwork will close in on itself from this point onwards.
Join piece 7 as shown using 2 warped squares. The photo below shows how the beadwork will look when the warped squares have been attached to the existing rick racks (their working threads are still there, just hidden behind the beadwork). Piece 7 will then be joined to them exactly as before.

Piece 8

The next rick rack gets added next to the last one, and needs three warped squares to join it to the beadwork, as shown in the diagram. Remember, the diagram is flat, but the beadwork will be curving back on itself at this point!
Piece 9 and 10

The ninth and tenth rick racks are added in the same way as well, using three warped squares each:

![Diagram of Piece 9 and 10]

Piece 11

The eleventh rick rack needs four warped squares to join it to the beadwork, like this:

![Diagram of Piece 11]
Piece 12

If you turn the beadwork over you should have an almost complete dodecahedron with a gap at the top where the last piece goes. It will need 5 warped squares to attach it, as shown in the diagram:

Once you have added each warped square to the dodecahedron you will join them to the last rick rack. Unfortunately this is where my diagram falls down as I can’t show the last piece on it! Instead, I’ve drawn on the photo below how the last piece will fit – the five warped squares are outlined in orange and the rick rack in red:

My advice for this last rick rack is to zip all five warped squares to the last rick rack very loosely, and once that’s done go around and pull the thread tight on each of these joins in turn. This makes it a bit easier as it gives a bit of extra room for manoeuvre with the beading needle. Once that’s done, weave all the threads in as before, and it’s all finished!